JLA Classified #43

Written by Justin Gray. Illustrated by Rick
Leonardi. JLA CLASSIFIED ships twice in
September, kicking off The Ghosts of
Mars! The Martian Manhunter struggles
with the memories of his long dead
family-but when the memories fight back,
the Manhunters position among the Justice
League of America is shaken!

: Welcome to the Official Site for DC. DC is home to the Worlds Greatest Super Heroes, including SUPERMAN,
BATMAN, WONDER WOMAN,: Welcome to the Official Site for DC. DC is home to the Worlds Greatest Super
Heroes, including SUPERMAN, BATMAN, WONDER WOMAN,Grant Morrison, the groundbreaking writer who
helped relaunch the JLA nearly a decade ago, returns to the Worlds Greatest Heroes for the first story arc of JLA:JLA
Classified is a title that began publication in January of 2005. It features a rotating creative team, each writing arcs
lasting several issues that feature a different incarnation of the Justice League of America. JLA Classified #2.The
conclusion of the lost adventure of the Detroit League! The fate of the JLA hangs in the balance as Gypsy gets a glimpse
of what the future holds for her Martian Manhunter reflects on the Justice Leagues battle with the alien Starro.
Meanwhile, on Mars, Jonn holds a conversation with hisThe 6-part story The Hypothetical Woman concludesI Its the
final stand for General Tuzik, and he has pulled out all the stops to defeat the JLA!JLA: Classified #43. Martian
Manhunter reflects on the Justice Leagues battle with the alien Starro. Meanwhile, on Mars, Jonn holds a conversation
with hisWritten by Justin Gray. Illustrated by Rick Leonardi. JLA CLASSIFIED ships twice in September, kicking off
The Ghosts of Mars! The Martian Manhunter Read a free sample or buy JLA: Classified #43 by Justin Gray & Rick
Leonardi. You can read this book with iBooks on your iPhone, iPad, iPodA harrowing new story arc begins when
Wizard Top Ten Writer Gail Simone (BIRDS OF PREY), Jose Luis Garcia-Lopez (DC SPECIAL: RETURN OF
DONNAPart 5 of the 6-part New Maps of Hell. Separated from one another, each member of the JLA is put to the test
as they are forced to face their own personal Hell.
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